RECLAIM THE GOODSYARD

11 POINTS OF OBJECTION

1	Tower Hamlets Local Plan Key Objective 1a: “Growth must
contribute positively to existing identified social, economic and
environmental needs”. New London Plan GG1D: “seek to ensure
that London continues to generate a wide range of economic and
other opportunities and that everyone is able to benefit from these
to ensure that London is a fairer, more inclusive and more equal
city.” The development is harmful and does not conform with
either of these policies.
2	The needs of local, independent and small businesses have not
been considered. The planned retail and office space will have
negative economic effects locally and change the character of the
area.

6	The height bulk and mass directly impacts Tower Hamlets
residents and conservation areas. We agree with Hackney’s
planning officers who describe the design of the buildings
as “poor” “monolithic” “overbearing” “piecemeal” “inelegant”
“harmful” “grossly out of scale” with “excess commercial floor
heights”.

3	10% rent reduction is offered for ten percent of the office space
but this would give only 2,134 sq m of space in Tower Hamlets.
This is a very small and limited benefit given the need for
affordable workspace of all kinds.

7	As per Tower Hamlets Local Plan Key Objective 1a above, there
is no “evidenced” need for such a large amount of office space
(130,000sq m) in the current climate. Failure to build out the
development will lead to further delay - so no benefits at all.

4	The Housing offer is below standard:
a) Of the 500 total homes, only 185 families could be affordably
housed (37%), as the developers have counted 50% of habitable
rooms, not 50% of homes. Residential blocks will not start
construction until 2022.
b) Of the affordable provision, the majority is Shared Ownership
and London Living Rent, which will not benefit housing list
applicants. 60-90 low rent homes is a poor outcome on ten acres
of land. Less than one quarter of the total land area is given over
to housing.
c) Drastic over-provision of private 1-bed homes (up to 77%)
is non-policy-compliant (London Plan and LBTH). This shows
no attempt to integrate market and social housing or build
communities.

8	The Hotel is not a proven need, as GLA reports show the area to
be saturated. This land should be residential or additional green
space.
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9	This is Public Land. Granting permission means we lose it forever.
The benefits offered are not sufficient to justify handing it over.
10	If outline permission is granted, the most harmful impacts will be
established and cannot be mitigated afterwards. The application
must be refused.
11	The environmental impact is unacceptable: air quality in
construction and operation of the site, CO2 generation, pollutants,
use of materials and energy.
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5	Buildings 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 create unacceptably harmful daylight
and sunlight impacts, including for many social housing homes
at ground level. These residents should not have additional harm
to their health and quality of life. Tower Hamlets policy for the
Goodsyard states that height should not be built up around the
edges of the site.
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